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Re: Worst of PVCC y 
Bby hot jughead » 26 Sep 2014, 09:55 

yeah that's the thing, considering pretty much all of us came from either like ED or 4chan i don't think a single person here has a completely spotless post history but also that yr still here at all shows that you've probably learned a couple 
lessons along the way and/or you weren't ever quite as bad as the ppl who got banned/pushed away 
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Everything is EVIL Perens 
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Re: Worst of PVCC 7 {fauore, 
Dy EternityofNothing » 25 Sep 2014, 11:37 

66 Jakkarra wrote: 

‘Thanks for the spoiler tags, there. Great. 

{ HAVE GENERAL ANXIETY 
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Re: Worst of PVCC 7 amore 
by TIPBT » 26 Sep 2014, 11:44 

66 Jakkarra wrote: 

66 Uiala wrote: 
tim not insulting you for no reason, Jakkarra - fm doing it because you're a gossipy, over-dramatic, babbyfue- Go back to BB, please. 

You're supposed to describe me, not you. 

Also: 
aa; Why are you bringing things that arent even vaguely related to the conversation into the conversation. 

Posts: 9619 
b; You're the one who started bitching at me in PMs about DARING to quote you once, Love how you're not a hypocrite or anything. doined : 

If you have a problem with me, air it somewhere else 

Re: Worst of PVCC Y  {auoTe 
Bby Deano » 26 Sep 2014, 11:45 

Jakkarra’s got his own thread here - oops, | mean here. But highlighting quotes from him here is fine too. 

Since he's come up, does anyone know what Benny Big Dog fs up to these days? 

ENDSHIP 

Location: 
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Favorite Porn: 
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Re: Worst of PVCC 7 {ouore, 
Bby TrPBr » 26 Sep 2014, 12:21 

‘Archi's streamsShiper Elite Nazi Zombie Army 2 with Jakkarta'1/4 

34°) (The Virgin) 



“ 
Archi stream - Sniper Elite Nazi Zombie Army 2 with Jakkarra 1/4 

Re: Worst of PVCC {‘avore) 
by woodghost » 26 Sep 2014, 14:29 
it's a 75 min video with 36 views 
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Re: Worst of PVCC 7 aur) 
Dby wood » 26 Sep 2014, 15:07 

66 Dean Cricket wrote: 
Was it this? 

66 Megaman wrote: 
U had a dream that | had him tied to a chair and was asking him endless questions. He just sat there bawling Uke a little bitch, so | brought in his PS3 and started deleting all his savegames and content. 

‘One 

Game 

at 
A 
Time, 

wood 
His screams were delicious, Uh 

He finaly cracked when | brought in his old Genests and threatened to delete all his Sonic 3 saves. ROLE 

Yes, that was exactly the past | was thinking of. Retin 
Joined: 03 May 2009, 14:30 TRE hic: Fuckinatupid 

66 Dean Cricket wrote: Mood! Recycling 
PS: Fuckinstupid, | think the cryinginto-food thing was Sygerrik and pasta rather than Megaman and cereal and might have originated on Buddehbelleh. an 8 

Ok, but | think someone else was asking about that. 

66 TIPBT wrote: 
Honestly | think maybe we all were pretty dumb at some point 

‘Yup yup. 

No one can tive their life without doing a few moronic things. It's how you venture into new territory. But when you venture somewhere inappropriate and don't learn from the chorus of people slamming you over it then you get people like 
Shoggoth Megaman Marty Buzzleberry, 

TF Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders. NATO has stuffed up to many times. 

Reply > 1g 9 

Re: Worst of PVCC VY {Squore 

Dy Leitei » 25 Sep 2014, 15117 

love how the Jakkarra thread very quickly derails into a discussion about how stupid Thorg is and how ..."Kapake” Kapake fs. 

66 Thore wrote: 
Legit, fucking HOTTEST girl | know FB messages me. 
"Wow, [Girl is actually talking to me, | wonder what she wants (probably my dick)” 

‘SHE NEEDS MY HELP WITH SKYRIM 

HOTTEST CHICK EVER 
NOT ONLY PLAYS SKYRIM 
BUT NEEDS MY HELP 
WITH SKYRIM 

She's stuck on High Hrothgar, a dragon is preventing her from fast-travelling and she's out of arrows. Wants to know the best way to take it out. Obviously an easy thing to overcome, she could ask anyone, SHE ASKS THE THORG. 

Not willing to pass up the opportunity to flirt with a woman AND sperg about Skyrim at the same time, | give her a 3 paragraph explanation of what she can do in that situation. She thanks me and | tell her if she needs anything to let me know. 

ASKS 
FOR 
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Re: Worst of PVCC 
Dby cogsdev » 26 Sep 2014, 17:51 
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66 Georgeson wrote: 
Alcoholic beverages is kind of like the wind...it can’t always be predicted 

Re: Worst of PVCC Y ‘fauore) 
Dy Deano » 25 Sep 2014, 19:15 

66 Gekiganger_3 wrote: 
So, back to the topic at hand (sozzers for deraiting): 

Ive always held that Dragon Age is a game for women. Its written for women, by women and every fan of the game | know IS a woman. They buy it to try and forge relationships between the characters, rather than actually enjoying the story, 
and it’s infuriating. The second DA game is so weak in terms of content and plot that I couldn't actually bring myself to finish it, but when I point this out to any of the seven women | know who like the game they yell at me that | “don't get” the 
characters, 

Sorry, but using an RPG as a dating simulator to force Alistair to gay kiss, or to find that strong yet sensitive man you can't find in real life isn't quite right. Two DA2 extended universe productions (if you count this and that Felicia Day abortion) 
with female protagonists and a hefty ‘girl power’ undertone? Fine, | guess, but this then bleeds over into other BioWare shit- Mass Effect 3 having a female shepherd on the box? Is that a joke? Why would you go back on your ENTIRE CANON just 
to keep your female fans happy? 

Oh wait, BioWare are awful. 

Amusingly, thanks to the timing of his departure Geki is trapped forever in Jakkarraform. 

Re: Worst of PVCC 7 {fauore, 
Dby anaconda » 26 Sep 2014, 19:27 

Who was the guy who was a really good artist, but also really good at being a Nazi sympathizer? 

Re: Worst of PVCC VY {Sauore 

by Malicioso » 26 Sep 2014, 19:50 

sawnichu 

“ spasticnerfbag wrote: 

thank you fro reading 

musicaloay 

‘Square Re: Worst of PVCC 
Bby hot jughead » 26 Sep 2024, 2210 

“ 
‘They buy it to try and forge relationships between the characters, rather than actually enjoying the story, and it’s infuriating 

oh my GOD, you're infuriating 

that’s like a) specifically the central conceit of the fucking game and b) also like...an integral element of player interaction in roleplaying games anyway? 

like its in the fucking name, "roleplaying", if you're spending yr whole time w/ an rpg taking it all at face value and from a distance like it's an immutable fixed narrative you have no participation then youre missing the point??? even 
when you're not given abundant options for choice, you are supposed to be imagining that yr avatar is YOU and they are doing the things that you would do in the scenario and etc. etc. etc. 

for a dude who spent like all his fucking time writing about video games he sure had like, the most banal and joyless interpretation of how to play them 

Re: Worst of PVCC 7 ‘fquore) 
Bby EternityoFNothing » 26 Sep 2014, 22118 

“How dare this game not cater to me specifically, the manliest of manly men??" sums up Geki’s relationship with Mass Effect in general ni 
Female Shephard apparently ruins his personal canon as much as the potential of a gay Shephard existing somewhere. 
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Re: Worst of PVCC 
Bby TIPBT = 27 Sep 2014, 06:42 

viewtopic, php?f-68t-5971 &p=386497#p386497 

| ike how in this thread he tries to apologize but everyone just ignores it and talk about banjos 

But yeah one of my favorite Geki moments was... 

“ 

SPACE GAYS! 

omg. 

“ 
Oh, and as for Sci Fi being heteronormative- Doctor Who, Torchwood, Firefly. Space Gays EVERYWHERE. And they/re all amazing, regardless. 

Re: Worst of PVCC ‘{fauore 
Dby cogsdev » 27 Sep 2014, 06:59 

sometimes when reading heteros’ posts i feel what a time traveller must feel when they encounter people from the distant past 

66 Georgeson wrote: 
Alcoholic beverages is kind of like the wind...(t can't always be predicted. 

Re: Worst of PVCC VY {favors 

Dy TrPBT » 27 Sep 2014, 08:55 

It realy is just astounding, yeah 

Re: Worst of PVCC VY {Savor 

Dby TIPBr » 28 Sep 2024, 08:32 

Re: fuck phinny 

66 PhinnyCupeakes wrote: 
theres this japanese girl in our class, and she is smoking hat. | just cant tell if everytime she looks at me with those ching chong eyes shes telling me “in the butt, Phinny.. in MY butt” 

6 PhinnyCupeakes wrote: 
are fucking europeans never flattered when foreigners try to learn their language? tm wondering, fuck, is it me? or are these guys just douches? I spent like 2 days memorizing swedish stuff just in case | ran into a person from there. Well, 
thanks, fags, now | feel my time was wasted. 

66 PhinnyCupeakes wrote: 

66 Zensunni Wanderer wrote: 
Not really, no, Most Europeans have to learn several languages. To the average person, it's not anything particularly special. Even if its the’ 
‘200d educational system and the average Swede will learn at least 3 foreign languages. Some cultures are very proud of their language and speaking several sentences might be impressive, Sweden is not one of those cultures. 

language. You are basically saying "I did what you guys all have to do". Swedes also have a very 

fuck it, then. fm not even gonna waste my time with european langauges. the koreans and japanese on the other hand, really like what 'm doing. they're flipping out happy. 

66 PhinnyCupeakes wrote: 

66 Brofose wrote: 
usually when people learn a language, it’s because they have a purpose in doing so. 

maybe you want to go to mexico for a vacation, so you want to learn a few phrases like “where is bathroom” or “more alcohol’. 

or maybe someone learns a language because they think it will help their career. speaking chinese could help you if youre into international business. 

however your posts seem to give off the impression that your entire reason to learn another language is to impress’ people from a different culture. this impression is lifted from your response regarding you no longer want to study 
‘european languages because they won't be on your cock all because you can sort of order food in their language. i really don't understand why you think that would work or why you think they should care. 

if you feel like you wasted your time memorizing some phrases in swedish, just because no one was super excited when you busted them out, then maybe you're not doing it for yourself? 

Yeah based on everyones following posts I guess | wasn't clear enough and it gave the wrong impression. 

Now, as super jealous as you all are for me being in China and rolling in tons of ching chong poon, you gotta stop thinking Im a selfish arrogant showoff. :colesmitheyseriousface: 

sBLABLABLA LANGUAGE BLDHAJSHGJASHGDJDIHG. ..viewtopic.phpti=68 308p=318491Bhilit=language#p318491 

Yeah I'm pretty sure Phinny is one of those white guys East Asian women complain about on internet, when you think about this and those comics he made where asian women were following him around etc 

66 PhinnyCupeakes wrote: 
Oh hey CT, | take it you got that job at the dicksuckery, huh? business seems to be booming. 
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66 PhinnyCupeakes wrote: 
somebody is jealous they don't have any newgrounds fame. “roll my eyes* Catch you later, dickweasel. “eats pizza and skateboards away” 

What the fuck was this whole newgrounds famous thing? 

Yeah and | always found this exchange pretty funny... 

66 PhinnyCupeakes wrote: 

“ 
(On the other hand, over a longer term, Americans wauld be baffled as to why a country would have a culture that does things differently to what they do. They would be surprised to find that | didn’t define things the same way, 
follow their same train of thought, hold the same ideals and think it almost blasphemous that I wouldn't immediately come to worship what they had around them. Canadians wouldn't do that and over a longer term, would be far more 
interested in that varying viewpoint. 

I don't think that's too fair to attribute this to only the USA, | could definitely see this kind of attitude being prominent in tons of other countries. 

“americans don't understand things happen differently in other countries and think everything fs just like America’ ‘m sure that's not just american thing but happens in other countries too | can see things being just like in America there 

Re: Worst of PVCC {favre 

Dby wood » 28 Sep 2014, 16132 

Yeah I never got why he thought that was so astounding. "Why don't these guys care | speak their language?” 

Did you ever once praise them for speaking yours? 

NIGHTFALCON 46 seconds ago 
Don't give Russian shit. He's not the ones putting nukes on his boarders, NATO has stuffed up to many times. 
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Re: Worst of PVCC Y {fauore 

Dby Leitei » 28 Sep 2014, 16145 

So, wait, he was doing something that has little chance of impressing fucking anybody, ENTIRELY to impress people who have even less of a chance of finding it all that interesting, and then getting mad when nobody applauded him for it? 

Alright, 

“ 
the koreans and japanese on the other hand, really like what I'm doing. they're flipping out happy. 
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